
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 
Climate change is causing an increasing number of extreme climate events, such as 

floods, landslides and heat waves. Although all will be affected, exposure, sensitivity 

and adaptive capacity vary among different population segments and the effects will 

be disproportionally distributed in a society.  

  

The aim of this study is to gain a deeper understanding of how factors related to 

the exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity shape the vulnerability of different 

populations segments. It qualitatively explores how key stakeholders in 

municipalities perceive and construct social vulnerability in relation to climate change 

with a specific focus on thermal comfort (i.e. heat waves). Earlier literature on natural 

hazard vulnerability and social vulnerability has identified a number of factors that 

explains variance between different populations segments and differences in 

morbidity. We seek to understand how the planning and operational staff in 

municipalities, and the vulnerable themselves, understand social vulnerability and 

which adaptation responses at different levels they identify. Thus, the top-down 

approach from earlier literature is triangulated with a bottom-up approach.  

Method 
To explore how key municipal stakeholders and the vulnerable themselves construct 

vulnerability, and which factors they see as most important determinants, a qualitative 

approach was used. Focus groups with five different groups of actors were carried out. 

The participants were asked to create two fictive vulnerable persons based on a set of 

personal and socio-economic factors inspired by the literature review, and then discuss 

impacts and present and possible response strategies if their fictive persons were 

exposed to a heat wave.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Key stakeholders were recruited in a Swedish urban municipality and interviewed in 

June 2012. The stakeholder groups included; representatives from “hard” municipal 

departments with a strategic perspective, representatives from “soft” departments with 

a strategic and operational perspective, operational staff working with care of elderly 

and health care at home, operational staff in child care and elderly people. 

Literature review – who are the vulnerable? 
A literature review of 8 frameworks and approaches for assessing social vulnerability 

revealed a number of factors that increase vulnerability to climate and natural 

hazards related risks (flooding, heat and erosions/landslides) ( Cutter et al. 2003, 

Dwyer et al. 2004, Holand et al. 2011, King and MacGregor 2000, Kuhlicke et al. 

2011, Oudin Åström et al. 2011, Reid et al. 2009 & Rocklöv et al. 2011). Several 

factors occurred multiple times in the literature such as high age, low income, very low 

age (children), health problems or disability, not speaking official language, ethnic or 

racial minority, single-person household, unemployment, female, low income and 

single parent.  
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Factors perceived to contribute to 

vulnerability 
All fictive persons were allotted with a wide set of 

characteristics including age, any health related issues, 

socio-economic and ethnic origin. The participants 

related two factors strongly with vulnerability; social 

isolation or living alone and having bad health or 

disabilities. Thus, 9 out of 10 of the fictive persons lived 

alone, lived in social isolation and/or was a single parent 

and the same proportion experienced either disabilities, 

reliance on constant healthcare, heart- or lung related 

illnesses, obesity and/or smoking. The age factor was 

clearly also perceived as determining, as 5 of the fictive 

persons were older than 65 years (including 3 older than 

80). Only one of the fictive persons was below 5 years of 

age, a girl created in the focus group consisting of 

operational staff in children care. Level of income and 

education often  were related, as 4 of the 10 persons had 

low income and/or low education and 4 had high income 

and/or high education. Among the characters with low 

socio-economic status one man was homeless. 

Impacts on the fictive persons during 

a heat wave 
Focus group participants were then asked to discuss what 

the impacts of a heat wave on their two fictive persons 

would be. Two types of impacts where discussed, those 

relating to health impacts (morbidity and mortality), and 

other impacts relating to well-being, economy, loss of 

resources and assets etc. Out of the 10 fictive persons, 7 

became ill and/or dehydrated (all characters above 65 

years, the child and the homeless man)  and out of these 4 

persons died three of elderly women and the homeless 

man). Other  impacts than health were also discussed. 

Regardless of gender, age and socio-economic status, all 

fictive persons experienced reduced well-being during the 

heat wave. Moreover, more tangible impacts such as 

reduced income due to inability to work, drought and 

damages gardens, water restriction etc. were also 

discussed. In general, the fictive persons with better 

economy and education (often males) had a higher 

capacity to deal with these discomforts than those worse 

of in terms of socio-economy. 

 

Preliminary conclusions  
The fictive persons created in the different focus groups were similar regardless of the participants’ area of responsibility. Health relates issues and social isolation was perceived as 

strong factors for vulnerability, which is also among the most common factors for heat vulnerability in the reviewed literature. In the literature review, high age was the factor 

referred to most frequently in regards to heat vulnerability and all groups but one (child care takers) constructed at least one elderly person.  Although young age is often describes 

as a heat vulnerability factor, only one fictive child was created. 

      

The foreseen effects of the heat wave were also similar in the different focus groups. In general, the consequences of the heat wave were more serious for women than for men. 

Only three people were perceived to be lightly affected by the heat wave and all were middle-aged men. Literature identifies elderly woman as vulnerable, having a higher risk of 

dying during a heat wave then men in the same age group. In fact, three of the fictional people who died in the heat wave were elderly women.    

      

The discussions about adaptation strategies varied between the focus groups. Whereas the hard-planners identified no adaptation measures that the municipal administration could 

contribute with, the soft-planners found several adaptation strategies where the municipality could ease the problems during the heat wave. Hard-planners are often seen as the 

owners of vulnerability issues and adaptation, but this indicate that soft-planners have a lot to offer when it comes to adaptation. The two focus groups with operational 

staff identified more specific strategies that they could implement in their work which should be taken into consideration when planning on a municipal level. The group of elderly 

also saw a need for the municipality or other organization to implement adaptations strategies as a complement to adaptation strategies they themselves could implement. This 

shows a need to implement a bottom-up approach when constructing adaptive strategies to successfully implement them at all levels of society. 

Possible adaptation responses at 

different levels 
When discussing the plausible adaptation responses by 

the fictive persons, focus group participants identified 

measures and strategies to be implemented at several 

different levels. Firstly, the discussions touched upon 

measures that the fictive person themselves were likely 

to take during the heat wave, such as drinking water, 

avoid the sun, visit a cool place, use or invest in air 

conditioning or fan, use light clothes and have more 

contact with healthcare. This was, however, provided 

that the person knew what to do, or could find 

information. Secondly, adaptive measures to be taken 

by operational staff in municipal operations was 

identified, such as having a closer contact with their 

caretakers or plan calm activities for children at 

daycare. Finally pro-active strategies and plans that 

ought to be defined in strategic decision-making and 

planning were discussed, including planning for heat in 

cities, knowledge within social welfare system and 

information sharing etc. 

 


